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Ant, JTStudios & MissMira

Open your eyes, take a few deep breaths, and try to get
honest with yourself. Did you get excited when you saw that ad
of a SUV in the remote wilderness? Did you want to sue the
manufacturer for FALSE advertising when you started driving it
to the shopping center instead? Are you REALLY going to take
that shiny new $40,000 SUV off road? We made this ticket
because we live in the city, and so do you, and there’s something really wrong about the way the SUV is changing our
streets and the air we breathe. Global Climate change and
unhealthy air impacts all of of us. Think about it! Why do you
need such a HUGE car? This is not a militarized zone! After
all, there’s nothing in the American dream about sitting in traffic
in your car by yourself for hours on end every day polluting
more than your fair share. Try taking the train or biking to work !!

These thoughts brought to you by:

FAILURE TO PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR OWN
BEHAVIOR IS HAZARDOUS TO EVERYONE
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“The choice of vehicle you drive has a greater effect
on the environment than any other choice you make
as a consumer” - Union of Concerned Scientists
Federal law permits SUVs to waste 33% (on average!)
more gas than passenger cars.
“Fuel efficiency can be increased at least 25% with
existing technology.” - National Academy of Sciences 2001 Report

President George W. Bush

The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500

Only 5% of all drivers actually use 4 wheel drive.
Driving a 13mpg SUV rather than an average 22mpg
car for one year will waste more energy than if you . . .
•Left your refrigerator door open for 6 years
•Left your color television turned on for 28 years
•Left your bathroom light burning for 30 years
35% of all CO2 emitted into the atmosphere comes
from road vehicles. CO2 is the key contributor to
global warming.
“Conservation does not mean doing without. Thanks
to new technology, it can mean doing better and
smarter and cheaper.” - President George W. Bush
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“Intimidating dimensions and general lack of maneuverability makes driving a chore. Braking - poor”
- Consumer Reports on Ford Explorer
I FEEL I HAVE BEEN UNJUSTLY TICKETED. By checking this box and
mailing this pre addressed ticket I insist that the U.S. Government CLOSE
THE LIGHT TRUCK LOOP HOLE and use existing technology to make a safe
SUV that is environmentally responsible. Until our Government shows it cares
why should I? What consumers demand the companies will make!
Want more info? www.fueleconomy.gov • Trade in your SUV and buy a
greencar! www.greenercars.com • See the future of SUV’s:
www.poseur.4x4.org/index.html • Respond to us - suvticket@earthonempty.com
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